We Want to Buy

We want to buy your Coins and Paper Money - please visit our Toronto coin store & buying
office at 2219 Queen Street East

Whether you are liquidating an estate, have received an inheritance, or are thinking to part with
a collection you have put together over the years, Ancient Numismatic Enterprise is the right
place to assist you.

We buy individual items or large accumulations of coins and related objects. There is no
minimum or maximum; a $20 item, or a grouping worth thousands of dollars, you will receive the
same respectful and professional level of service.

This is a short list of items that we are constantly looking for:
-

All types of Ancient and Medieval coins, bronze, silver or gold
Any types of old Canadian coins
All types of silver coins, Canadian, Foreign or Ancient
Any type of gold coins including bullion, silver and gold bars
Any quantity of Mint products, RCM or any other world mint
Any rare coins from all period and from any country
Military medals, commemorative medals, old tokens
All types of banknotes and paper money, Canadian and Foreign
Any type of numismatic literature, coin auctions catalogues

Here are some key benefits of dealing with Ancient Numismatic Enterprise:
- You can schedule to see us by appointment at your convenience in our Toronto coin store
- We meet in our private, secure office, so that your privacy and safety are assured
- We have thousands of coin references on premises, so if we need to check the value or
rarity of the coins you bring we can do it while you wait
- We can make you an offer for you items on the spot
- Payment for most transactions is immediate
- We have local and world wide clientele waiting for quality coins and medals, so that is
why we can pay top market prices for your rare coins
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- We have been dealing with thousands of happy customers and we will be glad to provide
you with references on your request

Call us right now at 416-686-8019 with any questions you may have or to arrange an
appointment. We do free, while-you-wait Coin Appraisals.

If in doubt where to sell your coins in Toronto please call or come and visit us.
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